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BERAYAH AW2016 LINESHEET

Out of Phase

“Out of Phase” is a mathematical description of two oscillating waves that are always at opposites, and 
despite their polarising journeys, after every half-wave they always end up at the same place - zero.

We came across the book of Ecclesiastes, where the author embarked upon an investigation to the 
meaning of life. He noticed life’s natural order in cycles, and that there is a time for everything. Having 
sought after a path of wisdom and another of pleasure, ultimately coming to a conclusion that in the 
end, death levels all, and all is vanity. 

This collection is also an exploration for us, as we continue to build upon our existing brand identity, 
but also trying things outside of our comfort zone. We introduced some innovative-yet-modest 
Japanese fabrics, using elastic bands that are inspired by noble Hebraic traditions, and elongated 
silhouettes that express the desire to feel sheltered in vulnerable moments.

As we worked on our sixth collection, it can be a sobering realisation that in the end, maybe little of 
what we care so much about actually matters; yet on the flip side, it enables us to cherish what we get 
to do, for a time in our lives, and do it the best we can.  Like out-of-phase waves, our differences does 
not tear us apart, but we all exist in an intertwining wavelength, acting as counterweights to one 
another, until we all return to our common ground of zero.
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SIZE GUIDE

INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES CM
XS 31.5 80 24.75 63 34.5 88 4 8
S 33.5 85 26.75 68 36.5 93 6 10
M 35.5 90 28.75 73 38.5 98 8 12
L 37.5 95 30.75 78 40.5 103 10 14

BUST WAIST HIPS
OUR SIZE US SIZE UK SIZE

The following is a size-guide for our garments.  The chart below suggests approximate sizes each body measurement should follow, and in general the 
US/UK sizes that corresponds to such measurements.  Since sizing of different brands are very inconsistent, the attached US/UK sizes are only for refer-
ence.  Our standard sampling size is S.

Should you have any questions regarding sizing, please feel free to contact us at sales@berayah.com and we’ll happily
answer any inquiries. 



dresses



style: B16207DA WS: 110

RRP: 275COL: Grey

COMPOSITION: polyester



style: B16207DB WS: 110

RRP: 275COL: BLACK

COMPOSITION: polyester



style: B16213Da WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: NAVY/GREY

COMPOSITION: POLY/.RAYON



style: B16213DB WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: grey/GREY

COMPOSITION: POLY/RAYON



style: B16215DA WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: grey

COMPOSITION: poly/rayon



style: B16215DB WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: BLACK

COMPOSITION: poly/rayon



style: B16203DA WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: grey

COMPOSITION: cotton



style: B16203DB WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: offwhite

COMPOSITION: cotton



style: B16214DA WS: 130

RRP: 375COL: Blue/Grey

COMPOSITION: Cotton



style: B16214DB WS: 130

RRP: 375COL: Offwhite/grey heather

COMPOSITION: Cotton



style: B16212DA WS: 140

RRP: 350COL: dark.grey/grey

COMPOSITION: polyester/rayon



style: B16212DB WS: 160

RRP: 400COL: offwhite/grey heather

COMPOSITION: cotton



tops/tunics/sweater



style: B16211TA WS: 85

RRP: 215COL: grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON



style: B16211Tb WS: 85

RRP: 215COL: white

COMPOSITION: COTTON



style: B16204tA WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: grey heather

COMPOSITION: cotton



style: B16204tb WS: 120

RRP: 300COL: offwhite

COMPOSITION: cotton



style: B16205tA WS: 100

RRP: 230COL: grey

COMPOSITION: cotton



style: B16205tB WS: 100

RRP: 230COL: BLACK

COMPOSITION: cotton



trousers/skirts



style: B16208PA WS: 110

RRP: 250COL: grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON KNIT



style: B16208PB WS: 110

RRP: 250COL: blue

COMPOSITION: COTTON KNIT



style: B16209PA WS: 110

RRP: 250COL: blue grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON woven terry



style: B16209Pb WS: 110

RRP: 250COL: grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON woven terry



style: B16210SA WS: 95

RRP: 240COL: grey

COMPOSITION: COTTON



style: B16210SB WS: 95

RRP: 240COL: denim

COMPOSITION: COTTON



Jackets/coats



style: B16201JA WS: 160

RRP: 400COL: denim

COMPOSITION: Cotton



style: B16201JB WS: 160

RRP: 400COL: grey heather

COMPOSITION: Cotton



style: B16201JC WS: 150

RRP: 375COL: light grey

COMPOSITION: wool/poly



style: B16202JA WS: 140

RRP: 350COL: light grey

COMPOSITION: wool/poly



style: B16202JB WS: 140

RRP: 350COL: NAVY

COMPOSITION: wool/poly



style: B16218CA WS: 165

RRP: 420COL: dark grey

COMPOSITION: wool/poly



style: B16218Cb WS: 165

RRP: 420COL: Light grey

COMPOSITION: wool/poly
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ORDER POLICY

To place wholesale orders, please contact us at sales@berayah.com.  Here are some general guidelines:

1. All prices are in US Dollars

1. Fill in attached “Berayah AW2016 Wholesale Order Form” and submit your order at sales@berayah.com

2. Deadline for submission of order is April 1st 2016, deposit is due April 8th 2016.  If deposit is not paid by the deadline, the order will not be produced.

3. For orders over $3000USD, 50% deposit to be paid prior to begin of production, remaining balance to be paid in full before shipment.  For orders 
under $3000USD, full payment is to be made prior to begin of production.

4. Estimated delivery is July-August 2016.

5. Any cancellation of order after April 1st 2016, deposit will not be returned.

6. Client is responsible for shipping fees, as well as duties and taxes. Please inform us of any shipping instructions 1 month prior to estimated delivery.

If you have any further questions, please feel free to ask!  We can be contacted at sales@berayah.com
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